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PSUK Men’s Hockey Team Report 2019  

 

 
 
 
Hard Earned Draw Followed by Brave Victory for 
Police Hockey team  
 

 

 

PSUK 4 - Royal Navy 4 
 
The U.K. Men’s Police Hockey Squad traveled to Portsmouth on Tuesday 19th 
February 2019, for the 2019 representative matches against the Royal Navy and 
the British Civil Service national teams. The squad was proudly captained by 
stand in Captain Simon Todd supported by his vice Tom Priestley, with player 
coach Pete Bland looking after the team formation and tactics, assisted by team 
manager, Cammie Durnian. 
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It is no underestimate to report that the squad was down to the bare bones 
having received an unprecedented 9 call offs in the weeks running up to the 
games, due to a variety of operational policing and injury/illness reasons. This 
resulted in the stand by squad member list being exhausted and the drafting in 
of 3 previously uncapped players. 

The first game was at 1400hrs on Tuesday 19th February, against the Royal 
Navy host team and we knew they would be very fit as they always are. The 
coaches discussed tactics and game strategy and ensured the whole team was 
focused on the task ahead. The first half burst into life with a well taken goal for 
the police within the first minute, when an overhead pass was expertly taken 
down and neatly dispatched under a diving Navy goal keeper by Aaron Gill. 

The Navy then equalized from a short corner before Aron Gill restored the one 
goal advantage once again from open play after 18 minutes. Not to be outdone 
the Navy equalized again after 26 minutes and then took the lead, also from 
open play in the 30th minute. A mere 60 seconds later Aaron Gill completed his 
hat trick from a superb reverse stick shot into the corner of the Navy goals, 
making the score line 3 -3. 

However, there was to be one more twist before the half time break, when after 
33 minutes the police were awarded a short corner and Peter Bland dispatched a 
shot in off the keeper from a good inject by Aaron Gill, resulting in a one goal 
lead for the Police at half time.   

Half time 4 – 3 
 
The Navy came out the blocks all guns blazing in the second half and equalised 
once again after 7 minutes from open play. 
 
The match then ebbed and flowed for the remainder of a pulsating half and 
despite there being opportunities for both sides from a number of short corner 
awards, there were no more goals.  
 
After a very commendable hat trick, Aaron Gill was voted man of the match for 
the Police side.  
 
Full Time 4 - 4 
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PSUK 4 - Civil Service 3 
 
The following afternoon (Wednesday 20th February) saw the Police facing a Civil 
Service team who tend to be tenacious and well organised. Ultimately, this 
match resulted in a reverse of the 2018 match, whereby the Police won a tight 
match by the odd goal. 
 
The Civil Service broke the deadlock early with a goal from open play in the 3rd 
minute. The equalizer came from a short corner after 10 minutes when Chris 
Barnes coolly dispatched his shot into the bottom corner. There was a brief 
interlude in proceedings when an injury to one of the umpires meant a 
substitution after 15 minutes. 
 
The Civil Service regained the advantage from the second phase of a short 
corner after 32 minutes, only for Chris Barnes to restore parity once more from a 
short corner to the police a minute later. 
 
Half time score 2-2 
 
The second half lived up to the excitement of the opening period, with the police 
taking the initiative for the first time after 9 minutes when debutant David 
Coates forced home an effort after a short corner. The police extended their lead 
after 11 minutes of the half when David Coates completed his brace with a well 
taken goal from open play after a lung bursting run up field. 
 
However, the comfort of a two goal cushion only lasted two minutes before the 
Civil Service pulled one back from open play to set up a nail biting climax to the 
match, which saw a disallowed police goal 5 minutes from time due to an 
infringement earlier in the move and then the Civil Service were awarded a short 
corner as the whistle for full time was blown and all that remained was to see if 
they could snatch a draw from the corner. The police held on and the match was 
over.  
 
In truth any member of the team would have been worthy winners of the man of 
the match award, however, the accolade after a vote, was awarded to Jon 
Saltmarsh for his outstanding display in the heart of what was a very unfamiliar 
defensive line up.  
 
Full Time 4-3 
 
Overall, a spirited hard working display over two days which the coaches, players 
and stand in Captain Simon Todd can be very proud of. 
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This result also sees the Police maintain a fine record over their last 39 matches 
(won 32, drawn 3, lost 4) since 2007.  
 
I would like to extend my thanks to all those who participated in what turned out 
to be a magnificent performance in these matches. The individual skills and team 
performances provided an impressive display of first class hockey at its best. The 
encouragement and direction from our player coach Pete Bland and the support 
of Craig McNeill who worked with me in the administrative and managerial role 
was second to none. I would also like to thank all those forces who released 
officers from duty enabling us to field the strongest team possible.  
 
Team Manager – Cammie Durnian 
 

 
The hockey squad selected to represent the U.K. Police for these 2019 

representative matches were:- 
 
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary Joe Downton 
Hampshire Sunny Bolina 
Metropolitan Police Jon Saltmarsh 
Police Service of Northern Ireland Peter Bland, Thomas Priestley, Aaron 
Gill, Chris Barnes, Simon Todd, Neal Thompson, David Coates, Phil Grundie  
Police Scotland Aaron White 


